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Background/aim: Subvisible micropulse diode laser photocoagulation localises retinal laser damage because brief
micropulses allow little time for heat conduction to spread
temperature rise from the retinal pigment epithelium to the
neural retina. Treatment power is often chosen as a fraction
of that needed for visible continuous wave lesions. The
authors measured clinical laser powers needed for visible
end point micropulse and continuous wave diode laser
retinal photocoagulation.
Methods: Six parallel rows of 10 diode laser (810 nm) burns
were made in the superior peripheral retina of six
consecutive patients undergoing their initial frequency
doubled Nd:YAG (532 nm) panretinal photocoagulation
for proliferative or severe non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy. All photocoagulation exposures were 125 mm in
retinal diameter and 0.2 seconds in duration. Micropulse
exposures were performed with 500 Hz, 0.3 ms micropulses. The minimal power needed (1) for visible continuous
wave diode photocoagulation was determined from two
adjacent rows of laser lesions and (2) for visible micropulse
diode photocoagulation from four additional adjacent rows
of laser lesions. Fluorescein angiograms and red-free fundus
photographs were obtained immediately and 6 days after
laser photocoagulation in each patient. Calculations were
performed to determine the extent to which clinical parameters exceeded ANSI Z136.1-2000 maximal permissible
exposure (MPE) levels for laser exposure.
Results: Continuous wave and micropulse lesions typically
required 300 mW (60 mJ) and 1800 mW (54 mJ), respectively. Visible continuous wave and micropulse lesions
exceeded MPE levels by multiples of 366 and 1336,
respectively. Laser energies were similar for visible continuous wave and micropulse lesions.
Conclusion: Visible continuous wave lesions require 66
more power but roughly the same energy as visible
micropulse lesions. No significant difference was demonstrable in the minimal power needed for photographically
and angiographically apparent diode micropulse lesions.
MPE levels are designed to provide a 106 safety margin.
This safety margin was 3.76 greater for micropulse than
continuous wave diode laser photocoagulation.

C

onventional continuous wave photocoagulators produce laser pulses of uniform power. Repetitively pulsed
(micropulse) photocoagulators produce laser pulses
(pulse ‘‘envelopes’’) that contain a series (‘‘pulse train’’) of
very brief micropulses.1 Each micropulse in the envelope has
the same duration and power. The pulse train of micropulses
has a characteristic frequency (repetition rate in Hz) and duty
factor (the percentage of time that the laser is ‘‘on’’ during
the pulse envelope).

Laser radiation is absorbed primarily by melanin in the
RPE and choroid during retinal photocoagulation. Absorption
converts laser energy into heat, increasing the temperature of
pigmented tissues. Heat conduction spreads this temperature
increase from pigmented to adjacent non-pigmented or
unexposed tissues.1–3 Brief micropulse therapy can localise
laser effects primarily to pigmented tissues.1 4–7
The magnitude and duration of a tissue’s temperature rise
history determines the severity of its thermal injury.1 8
Standard visible end point laser photocoagulation protocols
produce 40–60˚ temperature rises, far above the threshold for
barely visible threshold retinal lesions. Burns become visible
when the neural retina is damaged by heat conduction, loses
its transparency, and scatters white ophthalmoscopy light
back at the observer.3
A retinal laser threshold is the exposure needed for a 50%
probability of a retinal effect of some type.1 9 The ANSI
Z136.1-2000 standard provides formulas for calculating
maximum permissible exposures (MPEs) based on decades
of experimental threshold studies.10–14 MPEs are designed to
offer a 106safety margin, so biological effects are anticipated
at exposure multiples 106 greater than MPE levels.9 15
Clinical retinal photocoagulation exposures exceed MPEs by
differing multiples depending on laser pulse duration. For
example, laser parameters are roughly 106 MPE for
subvisible choroidal neovascularisation transpupillary thermotherapy and 406 MPE for conventional visible end point
argon photocoagulation.15
Subvisible photocoagulation potentially localises and
decreases chorioretinal thermal injury.1 4–6 16–19 Power in
subvisible retinal procedures is often selected as a fraction
of that needed to produce visible lesions at peripheral retinal
sites.18 20 21 We determined the minimal powers needed for
visible continuous wave and micropulse diode laser lesions
and calculated their MPE multiples from the ANSI Z136.12000 standard.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
Six consecutive patients requiring panretinal photocoagulation for proliferative or severe non-proliferative diabetic
retinopathy were included in this study. All patients had
preoperative fluorescein angiograms 3 weeks or less before
study enrolment. Individuals with previous retinal laser
therapy or significant media opacities were excluded from
the study. Each patient received and signed a full informed
consent. The study protocol was approved by the institutional
ethics committee, Lambersart, France.
Before conventional continuous wave (CW) frequency
doubled Nd:YAG (532 nm) panretinal photocoagulation,
repetitively pulse diode photocoagulation (Iris Medical
OcuLight SLx photocoagulator, Iridex Corporation,
Mountain View, CA, USA) was performed in a 3–4 mm
Abbreviations: CW, continuous wave; MPE, maximal permissible
exposure; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium
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Figure 1 Retinal images taken immediately after diode laser photocoagulation of patient 2. (A) Red-free fundus photograph. Two rows of continuous
wave lesions are shown on the right. Micropulse lesions are shown in rows 3–6, as described in table 1. Haemorrhages and exudates were present
preoperatively and are of diabetic origin. Only continuous wave and higher power micropulse lesions are visible. (B) A late phase fluorescein
angiogram frame showing laser lesions and leakage from diabetic microaneurysms and telangiectatic vessels. All angiographically apparent lesions
were also apparent on red-free photographs.

region of each patient’s superior retinal periphery. Six parallel
rows of 10 diode laser burns were made. Each diode laser
exposure was 125 mm in retinal diameter and 0.2 seconds in
duration. Repetitively pulse diode photocoagulation was
performed with 500 Hz, 0.3 ms micropulses (15% duty
factor) in 0.2 second exposures.
The minimal power needed for visible continuous wave
diode laser photocoagulation was determined from two
adjacent rows of laser lesions. The minimal power needed
for visible diode micropulse photocoagulation was determined from four additional adjacent rows of laser lesions.
Figure 1 shows postoperative red-free and fluorescein
angiographic retinal images of patient 2. Micropulse powers
16, 26, 46, and 66 greater than the power needed for a
visible CW diode laser burn were used in the four micropulse
laser lesion columns, as shown in table 1. Red-free photographs and fluorescein angiograms were obtained immediately and 6 days after laser therapy to classify lesions as
photographically or angiographically ‘‘visible’’ or ‘‘subvisible.’’ Calculations determined the factor by which clinical
powers exceeded ANSI Z136.1-2000 MPE levels.

exposure was 66 (1800/300), compared to the MPE ratio of
3.76(133/36). Roughly the same laser energy was needed for
visible CW and micropulse lesions, as shown in tables 1 and
2. There was no significant difference in the power required
to produce photographically and angiographically visible
lesions.
Variability in fundus pigmentation and laser lens alignment produced some variability in the appearance of laser
lesions at identical photocoagulator settings. Micropulse
lesions were apparent postoperatively only at the highest
power settings in four of the five patients, although they
could be detected in patient 2 at 60% of the laser energy
needed for continuous wave lesions (table 1). Micropulse
lesions were not observable in patient 3, possibly because the
lower minimal power for a CW lesion required per protocol
use of subvisible maximal micropulse power.
Red-free and angiographic results were similar in all
patients, as shown in figure 1. Angiographic findings were
more apparent in some patients 6 days after rather than
immediately after treatment. Our six study patients were
followed for 2 years after treatment and all had satisfactory
responses to panretinal photocoagulation.

RESULTS
Tables 1 and 2 summarise study results. Table 1 shows that
visible diode laser lesions could be obtained in all patients
with CW photocoagulation and five of six patients with
micropulse treatment. Powers needed to produce visible
lesions are shown in table 2, along with the multiplication
factors by which they exceed ANSI Z136.1-2000 MPEs.
Preoperative angiograms permitted discrimination of laser
from pre-existing diabetic lesions.
Minimal powers for CW and micropulse lesions were
typically 300 mW and 1800 mW, respectively. Thus, the ratio
of micropulse to CW power for a 125 mm, 0.2 second laser

DISCUSSION
Repetitively pulsed laser photocoagulation potentially localises thermal effects to the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE)
because very brief micropulses provide little time for heat
conduction to spread temperature rise from pigmented
absorbers to the neural retina.1 4 6 Some denaturation of
intracellular proteins occurs at exposures 1/10th to 1/100th of
single pulse thresholds.5 22 23 Each micropulse damages a
small percentage of target tissue molecules, and repetitive
micropulses combine to produce visible or subvisible effects
according to the semiempirical n21/4 law.1 5 10 13 14 22 23

Table 1 Power selection regimen and percentage of visible lesions in each treatment row
Percentage of lesions visible out of 10 laser exposures

Row
number

CW
or
MP

Power*

Energy

Patient
1

Patient
2

Patient
3

Patient
4

Patient
5

Patient
6

1 and 2
3
4
5
6

CW
MP
MP
MP
MP

Pvis
Pvis
2 6 Pvis
4 6 Pvis
6 6 Pvis

Evis = Pvis 6 0.2 s
15% of Evis
30% of Evis
60% of Evis
90% of Evis

100
0
0
0
10

100
0
0
20
30

100
0
0
0
0

100
0
0
0
40

100
0
0
0
30

100
0
0
0
20

*Abbreviations CW and MP connote continuous wave and micropulse exposures, respectively.
Pvis and Evis are the minimal powers and energies needed for visible lesions, respectively.
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Table 2 Treatment powers and MPE multiplication factors*
Patient number

Power needed for a visible CW
lesion
Energy needed for a visible CW
lesion
CW MPE multiplication factor
Power needed for a visible MP
lesion
Energy needed for a visible MP
lesion
MP MPE multiplication factor

1

2

3

4

5

6

300 mW

300 mW

250 mW

300 mW

300 mW

300 mW

60 mJ

60 mJ

50 mJ

60 mJ

60 mJ

60 mJ

366

366

306

366

366

366

1800 mW

1800 mW



1800 mW

1800 mW

1800 mW

54 mJ`

54 mJ



54 mJ

54 mJ

54 mJ

1336

1336



1336

1336

1336

*Abbreviations CW and MP in this table connote continuous wave and micropulse exposures, respectively.
13
The number of times that delivered corneal energy exceeds ANSI Z136.1-2000 maximum permissible exposure (MPE) for corneal energy. For a 125 mm retinal
laser spot size diameter, 810 nm, 0.2 second envelope, 500 Hz exposure of 100, 0.3 ms micropulses, CA = 1.660 and CE = 4.902. CA is the correction factor
used to increase MPE values in the near infrared (IR-A) due to decreased RPE absorption in IR-A.13 CE is the correction factor used to calculate the ocular extended
source MPE from the small source MPE when the laser source subtends a visual angle greater than amin (the apparent visual angle which divides small source from
extended source viewing).13
`(power)6(duration)6(duty factor) = (1800 mW)6(0.2 s)6(0.15) = 54 mJ
As noted in table 1, micropulse lesions were not demonstrable in this patient even with power settings 66 MPE.

Our study was limited by its small size. We estimated the
minimal power needed for visible micropulse and CW lesions,
but did not determine a formal ‘‘threshold’’ for 50% lesion
probability. Our finding that the same total energy is needed
for visible micropulse and CW lesions is consistent with
thermal modelling predictions.2 8 The additional finding that
66 more power is needed for micropulse than CW clinical
diode lesions corresponds roughly to the experimental 46
power factor found in Dutch belted rabbit experiments.24 In
those experiments, histological damage was confined to the
RPE when subvisible micropulse power was 25% or less than
visible lesion settings.24 We observed no visible photographic
or angiographic damage with laser micropulse powers less
than half of those necessary for visible lesions (row 3 and 4
lesions).
The ANSI Z136.1-2000 standard can be used to compute
MPEs for clinical laser parameters based on their exposure
duration, retinal spot size, wavelength, micropulse duration,
and pulse repetition frequency.15 In terms of laser energy
delivered to the cornea, clinical parameters exceed MPE by
1.46 for verteporfin photodynamic therapy,25 9.36 MPE for
diode laser transpupillary thermotherapy for CNV,26 27 376
MPE for argon or FD-YAG green photocoagulation (300 mW,
0.2 second, 200 mm spot diameter), and over 2006 MPE for
0.8 ms FD:YAG green repetitive pulse photocoagulation.19
Since MPEs represent exposures 1/10th of those likely to
produce laser effects, higher MPE multiples suggest greater
likelihood of tissue damage.
MPEs were not designed to be used for clinical parameterisation, but clinical laser procedures of similar duration have
similar MPE multiples. For example, our 30–366 MPE
multiples for CW diode photocoagulation (table 2) are similar
to the 376MPE multiple for conventional argon or frequency
doubled Nd:YAG green CW photocoagulation. Thresholds for
visible laser effects should be roughly twice those of
subvisible histological effects.9 Our 1336 MPE multiples for
visible micropulse diode lesions are 1.3–2.46 greater than
those used for treating diabetic macular oedema with
subthreshold micropulse diode laser photocoagulation.21 28
Micropulsing provides a multiplicity of potential combinations of spot size, pulse repetition frequency, and micropulse
and pulse envelope durations. MPEs provide a self consistent
method for estimating the relative effects of different clinical
micropulse exposure parameters.15
We found no significant difference in the laser powers
needed for photographically and angiographically apparent
lesions with 0.3 ms repetitively pulsed photocoagulation. As

shown in figure 1, angiographically apparent lesions were
also apparent on red-free photographs. This differs from
0.8 ms subvisible frequency doubled Nd:YAG green repetitively pulsed photocoagulation in which angiographic lesions
are apparent at lower irradiances than ophthalmoscopic
visible ones.29 30 Submillisecond (1336 MPE) and submicrosecond (.2006 MPE) repetitive pulse photocoagulation
differ in their probable localisation of laser effects to RPE
cells or their melanin granules, respectively. Localised
melanin granule heating may be the origin of angiographic
detectable outer blood-retinal barrier defects demonstrable at
irradiances lower than visible lesions in submicrosecond
repetitively pulsed photocoagulation.
.....................
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